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,is study analyzes and designs a network security management system based on the K-means algorithm. ,rough the in-
vestigation of network security managers, this article uses structured modeling technology to derive the system’s logical business
functions, which are data acquisition function, data analysis function, and post-processing function. ,is study uses a three-tier
architecture to design the system, describes the system data business processing flow, and gives the key flow of the K-means
algorithm application. In addition, the system database is designed to provide support for system data processing. ,is study
proposes a dual-network text matching model based on local interactive components. ,is model composes two modalities of
single-modal short text data: a positional structural modal for describing local interactions and a global semantic understanding
modal for extracting global semantic information. Two heterogeneous networks are used to extract two modalities. ,e principle
of complementarity of modalities is realized by constructing the differences of eachmodal. At the same time, through the attention
mechanism, the position information of the position structure modal is transferred to the global semantic understandingmodal to
obtain consistent comprehensive information so as to realize the principle of modal consistency. On this basis, by designing low-
order interaction functions and high-order interaction functions, and using long- and short-term memory networks, we have,
respectively, improved the position structure modal and global semantic understanding modal. ,e theoretical analysis and
simulation results of the model show that the propagation characteristics of the network worm are completely determined by the
threshold R0 required for its existence. When R0 >1, the network worm will become popular even with a small initial infection
number; conversely, even if the initial infection machine is large, the network worm will eventually become extinct. ,e research
results of this article also show that the introduction of mobile devices has an important impact on the defense technology of
network worms. To curb network worms that use both the network andmobile devices to spread, and to increase the proportion of
machines that have never been infected with the virus, the most effective method is to control the number of mobile devices and
reduce the possibility of cross-infection between mobile devices and machines. ,e simulation results show that, regardless of
whether dynamic isolation and antivirus software are considered, the local area network-based choke method given in this study
can effectively curb intelligent network worms that have slow scanning rates and clear scanning targets. In addition, the choke
method presented in this article can determine the choke threshold without affecting the normal network scanning behavior of
users in the local area network.

1. Introduction

With the continuous update and popularization of network
information, people havemore andmore opportunities to use
the network in life and work, which also makes network

security a major issue that is urgently needed at the moment
[1, 2]. Particularly in recent years, large-scale computer virus
infections with great destructiveness have emerged one after
another [3]. When the network virus is successfully activated,
it will cause system data to be damaged and system resources
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to be taken, interfere with system operation, damage com-
puter hardware, and steal user information and data and
other vicious behaviors [4]. In addition, computer viruses can
also cause heavy workloads on optical drives, hard drives,
printers, etc., thus shortening the working life. ,ese mali-
cious behaviors not only caused huge economic losses to the
society, but also caused a certain amount of social panic,
which seriously affected people’s work and life [5]. ,e form
of network security is the result of the interaction between the
attacker (network virus) and the defender (network system
administrator) to attack and defend. Due to the dynamic
spread of network viruses, network security defense strategies
are also dynamically changing. At present, the government
and enterprises adopt traditional defensive measures, such as
firewall technology, antivirus software, and intrusion detec-
tion system, in response to network security issues [6]. ,ese
are passive network security defense strategies that are
implemented after an attack has occurred.

More and more frequent network viruses swallow up
network resources, causing widespread network paralysis in
a short period of time [7]. More and more hackers use the
network to attack the target system, and by implanting
viruses and other means to steal the target system’s data and
destroy the normal operation of the target system, it seri-
ously threatens the data security of the computer system and
severely reduces it [8]. As a network virus defender, you
must proactively formulate defense strategies, adjust strat-
egies in time according to the spread of network viruses,
detect possible problems and loopholes in the entire system
at any time, and predict possible attacks and the degree of
harm.,e purpose of the operating system security model is
mainly to use the mandatory access control mechanism to
improve the confidentiality and integrity of the operating
system, without considering the virus defense function as the
primary indicator, resulting in insufficient virus defense
capabilities of the operating system developed therefrom [9].
,e operating system is the cornerstone of computer system
security. ,e lack of the ability of the operating system to
defend against viruses directly affects the ability of the entire
computer system to defend against viruses [10]. ,erefore, it
is of great significance to study operating system virus de-
fense strategies and improve the ability of the operating
system to defend against viruses.

Aiming at the current situation and existing problems of
network security management, this article analyzes and
designs the network security management system. We
exported the main functions of the network security man-
agement system, which are data collection function, data
analysis function, and security defense decision-making
function. At the same time, it is designed for the network
security management system database. We make full use of
location information and semantic information and propose
a double network text matching model (DNTMM) based on
local interactive components. In the DNTMM, we construct
the position structure modality and the global semantic
understanding modality to obtain the complementarity of
short text information and introduce the attention mech-
anism to achieve the interaction between the two modalities
and obtain the consistency between the modalities’

information. In the position structure mode, we enhance the
position information through low-order interaction func-
tions and high-order interaction functions. As far as we
know, this is the first time that multimodal learning methods
have been applied to short text matching tasks. Aiming at the
characteristics of Stuxnet and Flame viruses, using mobile
devices as a medium that can be cross-infected with ma-
chines, a network worm propagation model based on two
means of media and network propagation is proposed. ,e
dynamic method is used to derive the threshold conditions
for the unpopularity of network worms in themodel. On this
basis, a strategy to control this type of network worm is
given. Aiming at the problem that the threshold value is
difficult to determine based on the fixed period choke
method, this study uses the characteristics of the aggregation
of access to network sites by LAN users and proposes a choke
method based on the local area network, which solves the
problem of the threshold value that is difficult to determine
in the existing choke method.

2. Related Work

Regarding the interaction between network viruses, related
scholars have studied the multi-worm propagation model,
established an interaction model between two types of
network worms that include a competitive relationship, and
studied the influence of the competition-antagonism rela-
tionship on the spread of the two worms [11]. Relevant
scholars analyzed the principle of the spread of social net-
work worms based on the ideas of social engineering [12]. By
studying the parameters that affect user action choices, they
proposed a game model based on microscopic elements on
the basis of user security thinking [13]. Based on the user’s
personal operating habits and behavior characteristics, a
social network model that can analyze the spread of social
network worms is established [14]. Researchers conducted
research on worm countermeasures based on benign net-
work worms [15]. ,e research results show that the in-
troduction time of benign worms is a key factor affecting the
effectiveness of benign worms on malicious worms.

,e flow-based virus detection method is a very effective
virus detection method. It makes full use of the difference in
flow when there is no virus attack and when there is a virus
attack to realize worm detection. Several features in the
network can be composed of vectors, and different amounts
of changes targeted by different virus attacks can be used to
diagnose whether they have been attacked by viruses [16].
,e difficulty of the flow-based detection method lies in the
determination of the thresholds of various parameters,
which affects the accuracy of the detection results. Setting the
threshold too lowwill easily cause toomany false alarms, and
if it is set too high, it will easily cause leakage.,e report fails
to have the proper detection function. Compared with other
virus detection technologies, the flow-based virus detection
technology is not only effective for known viruses, but also
can detect unknown viruses in a timely manner, changing
the passive situation of virus prevention [17].

Relevant scholars have proposed the use of virtual
honeypots to detect and block malicious code attacks [18].
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,e main implementation is to place multiple virtual
honeypots at border gateways or places vulnerable to net-
work worm attacks, and the honeypots can be shared with
each other. ,e rule generator of network intrusion de-
tection system (NIDS) is used to generate matching rules for
network viruses. When the network worm scans the address
space of vulnerable hosts according to a certain scanning
strategy, the honeypot can capture the data of the network
worm scanning attack and then adopt the characteristics to
determine whether there is a network worm attack [19].

,rough years of observation and research on viruses,
people have found that viruses have some common special
behaviors, and in normal programs, these behaviors are
relatively rare, and this method of using the unique be-
havioral characteristics of viruses to detect viruses is called
heuristics [20].,e advantage of this technology is that it can
find most unknown viruses quite accurately, but the dis-
advantage is that it cannot identify the type of virus, it is
difficult to implement, and it may alarm by mistake [21].
Behavior judgment can detect and kill unknown viruses.
With this technology, most new viruses and variants can be
discovered without the need for a virus database. ,e core
idea of behavior judgment technology is to terminate the
operation of the virus and deal with it before it causes
substantial damage to the system [22–24]. Unknown virus
detection is a comprehensive judgment of suspicious files
based on virus behavior characteristics. After scanning files
with virus characteristics, the system will give a suspicious
probability [25, 26]. ,e higher the probability, the greater
the possibility that the suspicious file is a virus.

3. Method

3.1. System Overall Architecture Design. ,e network secu-
rity management system based on data mining can assign an
account to the user. ,is account can enter the system
through the login terminal, connect to the network security
data acquisition module, realize data analysis and mining,
export the results of system mining, and further configure
and initiate defense measures. After loading the network
security management system based on the K-means algo-
rithm, you can save the relevant business data in the data, use
the advanced Web logic business processing service for
processing, transmit the message content in real time, and
then use the advanced enterprise service bus for processing.
,e network security management system based on the
K-means algorithm can integrate various types of network
log data, UDP data, TCP data, equipment operation data,
etc., and can divide the results of data analysis into different
levels to provide users. Human-computer interaction allows
users to directly communicate with the system and realize
powerful information processing and processing services,
and output-related operational service capabilities, further
improving the friendliness and simplicity of interactive
services of the network security management system, as
shown in Figure 1.

,e application layer of the network securitymanagement
system mainly provides users with an integrated operation
service function, which can integrate application software

such as data acquisition functions, data analysis functions,
and post-processing functions. It uses the ESB to monitor
each application’s data access request and then sends it to the
big data center. Every logical function of the application layer
can be implemented using Web services, which can encap-
sulate data requests and feed them back to users.

,e data layer can provide a location for information
storage, processing, and management for the network se-
curity management system, forming distributed and scalable
application software, and flexibly using database server re-
sources. ,e big data center has introduced technologies
such as index, index type, ESB, and data type. ,ese tech-
nologies can expand and enrich database functions.

3.2. SystemModule Function Design. With the development
and improvement of Internet technology, more and more
fields have begun to introduce network security manage-
ment systems. ,erefore, to improve network security de-
fense capabilities, it is necessary to effectively solve the
problem of large amounts of data and excessive data. ,e
network security management system uses the advanced
K-means algorithm to build a data analysis engine that can
mine potential viruses or Trojan horse genes in the data to
build a highly automated network security management
system. ,e system can handle unstructured data resources,
realize application data analysis, and result report genera-
tion.,e network security management system based on the
K-means algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

,e back-end logical business processing of the network
security management based on the K-means algorithm
mainly includes two components: an offline module and a
database. Among them, the offline module can complete the
current functions of network raw data collection, pre-
processing, and data mining, so it is also called the network
data acquisition stage. ,e front-end real-time interaction
part is mainly composed of online modules, which can realize
real-time interaction between users and network security
management rules. ,e offline module can preprocess, in-
tegrate, and mine data resources such as network transmis-
sion data, equipment operating data, UDP data, and TCP data
collected by the online module and find potential viruses or
Trojan horses in the data set and store them in the Trojan
horse. ,ese rules and knowledge can effectively support the
recommendation service work of the automatic recom-
mendation engine of the online module. ,e offline module
of the network security management system is the basic
support module of the online module, which can realize the
Trojan horse or virus security management function.

In the process of implementing the network security
management system, this study adopts the principle of
modular design. ,e back-end logic business processing and
the front-end real-time interaction are logically separated,
and the data mining and analysis functions in the back-end
logic business processing are implemented to ensure the
adaptation of the network security management system.
Modern large-scale network data real-time transmission
needs to ensure the real time and accuracy of network se-
curity management system services.
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3.3. Database Table Design. ,e fields of the security ad-
ministrator table are the administrator code, name, gender,
mailing address, contact phone number, and certificate
number, as shown in Table 1.

,e fields of the security policy table are security policy
number, security policy name, administrator code, usage
authority, whether to disable, security policy description,
security policy establishment date, security policy running
time, version number, etc., as shown in Table 2.

,e fields of the network operation log table are log
number, log name, operation account, operation date, op-
eration object, operation duration, remarks, operation start
time, and operation account IP address, as shown in Table 3.

3.4. Algorithm Design. We define the two short texts to be
matched as T1 and T2, respectively, where ti j ∈R1×d is the
word vector of the jth word of Ti. ,en, we can express the
short text as Ti � [tTi1, . . ., tTin]T, where n represents the
number of words in the text Ti. We denote the DNTMM
with the symbol s (·), the positional structure modal network
with the symbol sl (·), and the global semantic understanding
modal network with sg (·). In the position structure modal
network, G represents the low-order interaction matrix, and

G(S) represents the high-order interaction matrix we pro-
posed based on G.

Our goal is to propose a comprehensive short text
matching model based on multimodal learning, which is
basically divided into three purposes:

(1) ,is study constructs the monomodal problem of
short text matching into a multimodal problem to
ensure the consistency and complementarity be-
tween the modalities.

(2) ,is article solves the problems of insufficient in-
formation obtained by location structure, ignoring
context in the extraction of semantic structure in-
formation, and the integration of location structure
information and semantic structure information is
too simple.

(3) ,e overall result needs to be better than the result of
the duet model and better than the result of the
current best algorithm

We define low-order interactive functions to obtain basic
text position information. ,e low-order interaction func-
tion G(·) of text T1 ∈Rn1×d and text T2 ∈Rn2×d is specifically
defined as follows:
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Figure 2: Network security management system structure based on the K-means algorithm.
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G T1, T2: S(  � h T
T
1 ST2  − 0.5αS. (1)

Among them, S ∈Rd×d is a symmetric matrix that
reweights different dimensions in the text word vector, h is
the scaling function, α is the truncation parameter, and [·]+
is the hinge operator.

We use low-order interaction functions to calculate the
initial position information between short texts. Compared
with the traditional exact matching matrix, the low-order
interaction function makes the interaction more general and
pays more attention to the positional relationship between
words in the short text. ,e hinge function in the low-order
interaction function can be used to discard small position
similarity. Since the similarity is small, it can be considered
that there is no obvious positional relationship between the
words. ,en, we can consider that a smaller position sim-
ilarity has less impact and can be ignored. In this way, the
time for matrix operations can be greatly reduced. In the
experiment, we initialize S as the identity matrix.

We further propose a high-order interaction function, so
that the algorithm can further mine the position structure

information between short texts on the basis of the low-
order interaction function. Here, we need to introduce a
tensor algebra operation-Kronecker product, which is de-
fined as follows.

,e Kronecker product of A ∈Rn1×m1 and B ∈Rn2×m2 is
defined as A⊗B. ,is operation is a special form of tensor
product. ,e specific form is as follows:

A⊗B �

a00B · · · a0(m1− 2)B a0(m1− 1)B

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ a1(m1− 1)B

a(n1− 2)0B · · · · · · a(n1− 2)(m1− 1)B

a(n1− 1)0B · · · a(n1− 1)(m1− 2)B a(n1− 1)(m1− 1)B

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

(2)

It can be seen from the definition that the matrix size of
A⊗B is n1n2⊗m1m2. On the basis of the Kronecker
product, we give the definition of high-order interaction
function.

,e high-order interaction function G′(·) based on the
low-order interaction function G ∈Rn1×n2 is defined as
follows:

Table 1: Security administrator table.

Field name Type of data Is it empty Primary key Meaning description
Coding Integer No Yes Administrator code
Gender Character type No No Gender of the administrator
ID number Integer Yes No Administrator’s ID number
Name Integer No No Administrator’s name
Contact number Character type No No Administrator’s contact number
Mailing address Integer Yes No Administrator’s mailing address

Table 2: Security policy table.

Column name Type of data Is it empty Primary key
Security policy runtime Long integer No Yes
Security policy establishment date Long integer No Yes
Usage rights Character type No No
Security policy name Long integer No Yes
Version number Integer No No
Whether to disable Character type No No
Security policy number Integer No No
Security policy description Character type No Yes
Administrator code Long integer No No

Table 3: Network operation log table.

Column name Type of data Is it empty Primary key
Operation start time Long integer No Yes
Operation account IP address Integer No No
Operation date Long integer No No
Log name Character type Yes No
Remark information Date type No No
Operation object Integer No Yes
Operation time Character type No No
Log number Long integer Yes Yes
Operation account Character type No No
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G′(G, D) � (G⊗G⊙G)•h(E ⊙D + D⊗G). (3)

Among them, ⊙ is bitwise division, E ∈Rn1×n2 is a matrix
of all ones, and D ∈Rn1×n2 is a position matrix satisfying Di

j � i − j, and Z(·) is a smoothing function.
,e numerator of the high-order interaction function

represents the comprehensive consideration of the low-
order positional correlation between the word pairs, and the
denominator represents the positional relationship between
the word pairs. In this way, the location structure infor-
mation is further reflected.

For two pairs of words (t11, t22) and (t14, t23), their low-
order interaction function values are G12 and G43, respec-
tively. ,en, the similarity of these two word pairs can be
represented by G12·G43, which is just a comprehensive in-
teraction between two pairs of words based on a low-order
interaction function. Next, we need to design the relative
positional distance between the two word pairs as d (t11,
t22)—d (t14, t23). Using the commutative and associative laws
of subtraction, we find that from (t11, t22) to (t14, t23), the
change in location similarity is regular.

We calculate the position similarity of the feature matrix
obtained by the high-order interaction function, and the
specific expression is as follows:

sl T1, T2(  � gL− 1WL− 1 − bL,

s.t.g0 � Line G′( ,

gi � relu giWi− 1 − bi•bi− 1( i ∈ [1, L − 1].

(4)

Among them, Wi is the parameter matrix of MLP, bi is
the bias term of MLP, L is the number of MLP network
layers, relu(·) is the activation function used by MLP, and
Line(·) means stacking the high-order interactive feature
matrix into 1-dimensional vector.

In the field of short text matching, we usually think that
the importance of words in the text is different, so the at-
tention mechanism can be widely used in this field. It is
worth noting that we hope to pass the information of the
positional structure modalities into the global semantic
understanding modalities through weights to achieve in-
teraction, so as to obtain the consistency information be-
tween the modalities.

aij � sj•Wi• 

ni− 1

k�0
exp sk•sk+1•Wi( . (5)

where ai j represents the attention mechanism weight of the
jth word of the ith short text, Wi represents the learnable
parameter matrix of the ith short text, sj represents the

characteristics of the jth word, and ni represents the word of
the ith short text number.

We need to normalize the weights of the learned at-
tention mechanism and generate the respective integrated
features of each short text:

c1i � e
a0i • 

n1− 1

k�0
e

a0k ,

c2j � e
a1j • 

n2− 1

k�0
e

a1k ,

h0′ � 

n1− 1

k�0
h0kc0k( ,

h1′ � 

n2− 1

k�0
h1kc1k( .

(6)

Among them, c1i and c2 j are the normalized attention
mechanism weight values of the first paragraph of short text
and the second paragraph of short text, respectively.

After integrating the features through the attention
mechanism method, further learning is carried out in the
global semantic understanding modality. We analyze the
importance of the position of each word in the short text in
the position structure mode, ignore those positions that are
not particularly important, and transfer this important
information to the global semantic understanding mode
through the attention mechanism.,e readers get a certain
amount of interaction in information to achieve the
purpose of modal consistency, and then, we can better
match short texts without much deviation in global se-
mantic understanding. ,e DNTMM takes into account
the weighting efficiency of the attention mechanism, so the
low-order interaction matrix G is selected to generate the
attention mechanism weights. Compared with G, the high-
order interaction matrix is more sparse, and G not only has
low computational cost, but also contains location infor-
mation to a certain extent, making it easier to weight
words.

,e DNTMM realizes the complementarity of the
modals by constructing the position structure modal and the
global semantic understanding modal and obtains the
consistency of the modal through the attention mechanism.
In the end, we use additive aggregation to make the final
prediction. ,e formula is as follows:

s T1, T2(  � w1, w2( 
sg T1( 

sl T2( 
 . (7)

Among them, w1 and w2 are the parameter matrices of
the additive aggregation method.
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Since the short text matching problem has different
tasks, we need to use different loss functions. For classifi-
cation and recognition tasks, we use the cross-entropy loss
function for training, and the loss function is as follows:

LClass(q, d) � (y − 1)log[σ(s(q, d)) + 1]

+ y log[σ(s(q, d))].
(8)

Among them, q and d are a pair of short texts to be
matched, y is the true mark of the matching correlation
between q and d, and σ(·) is the sigmoid activation function.
For the question and answer (QA) recommendation task, we
use the triple loss function for training, and the loss function
is as follows:

LQA(q, d− , d+) � Max (y − 1)log[σ(s(q, d+)) + 1]

− y log[σ(s(q, d− ))], − 1.
(9)

Among them, q represents the short text question, and
d+ and d− , respectively, represent the positive and negative
answers of the short text.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Defense against the Spread of Network Worms. ,is
section simulates and analyzes the control strategy of net-
work worms based on mobile devices and network propa-
gation. ,e results show that the convergence of the
simulation algorithm is guaranteed. Since this section fo-
cuses on the impact of mobile devices as a means of
spreading network worms on the spread and control of
network worms, only the parameters related to mobile
devices are simulated, including the number of mobile
devices, the infection rate of mobile devices, and the re-
covery rate of mobile devices. Given that the elimination rate
of mobile devices is usually much smaller than the recovery
rate, we have not simulated the impact of the elimination
rate on network worms.

At the initial moment, the number of machines already
immune to network worms (i.e., the value of R) is large. ,is
is mainly because scanning network worms can only infect
machines with a specific vulnerability, andmachines without
the vulnerability are immune to the virus. ,erefore, the
immunized person at the initial moment is not a machine
recovered from an infected person, but a machine without
loopholes.

In the study of network worms, in addition to paying
attention to the number of infections and peaks at each
moment, a more noteworthy quantity is the cumulative
number of infections at the last moment or the number of
machines that have not been infected with the virus at the
last moment. Before, we only considered the number of
infections at each moment. In contrast, in this section, we
simulated the number of machines that were not infected
with network worms at the last moment.

Figure 3 shows the relationship curve between the
proportion of susceptible machines at the last moment and
the proportion of mobile devices and machines. Figure 4

shows the relationship curve between the proportion of
susceptible machines at the last moment and the infection
rate of mobile devices. Figure 5 shows the relationship curve
between the proportion of susceptible machines at the last
moment and the recovery rate of mobile devices.

For network worms that can be spread with the help of
mobile devices, the scan rate or infection rate on the network
is relatively small. As can be seen from Figures 3–5, for a
small network infection rate, there are a threshold for the
proportion of mobile devices and machines, a threshold for
mobile device infection rate, and a threshold for mobile
device recovery rate. ,e number of infected machines is
close to the total number of susceptible machines at the
initial moment. ,is means that network worms are directly
extinct.

Figure 3 shows that controlling the number of mobile
devices (corresponding to reducing the value of M-to-N
ratio) helps to curb the spread of network worms. However,
controlling the number of machines will have the opposite
effect. In addition, Figures 4 and 5 show that reducing the
chance of cross-infection of mobile devices or disinfecting
mobile devices in time can also help contain network worms.

4.2. Simulation Analysis of LAN Choke. Assume that there
are no patches for network worms and the spread rate is
constant. ,e assumption that there is no patch is easier to
understand, because the choke method is a method to au-
tomatically contain the spread of the worm before analyzing
the characteristics of the network worm. It is obviously
impossible to develop a patch without analyzing the char-
acteristics of the network worm.,e constant spread rate is a
common assumption for scanning network worms.

In the simulation, we assume that the number of all LAN
network users is 400, and there is only one proxy server
(corresponding to a given public network reachable IP
address). Assume that the susceptibility rate of the proxy
server in the entire network is 0.005, and when a proxy
server is infected by a network worm, the internal machines
are susceptible to the network worm with a probability of
50%. Since the spread of network worms in the LAN is much
faster than the speed of external infections, we ignore the
time spent by the worms in the LAN.

,e threshold MS is 120000∼240000, respectively. ,e
scanning frequency of the suspicious network is set to the
same scanning frequency as Bell Labs. Figure 6 shows the
simulation results.

Figure 6 shows that the number of infected LANs during
the choke cycle is not more than 1,400, which has a sig-
nificant choking effect. ,is article further examines the
influence of the value of Sf (the scan rate specified for
suspicious networks) on the spread of network worms.
Figure 7 shows the propagation situation when Sf is
150∼750.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the number of LAN
infections at the peak point is less than 1150; the number of
LAN infections will fluctuate with the increase in Sf. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 both show the number of infected LANs, not the
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Figure 4: Relationship between the final proportion of susceptible machines and the infection rate of mobile devices.
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number of machine nodes. However, in this article, the
number of machine nodes in the local area network is fixed,
so it is easy to change the number of infectedmachine nodes.
In addition, according to the preset maximum number of
LANs (or the number of machine nodes) allowed to be

infected, it can provide a basis for the selection of MS and Sf.
After the suspicious network is identified, it is clear that
stronger isolation measures can be taken. In addition,
random scans of antivirus software may also find existing
system vulnerabilities and apply patches.
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Figure 6: Number of LANs infected during the choke cycle, and the initial number of infections is 1.
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5. Conclusion

,is study analyzes the situation of network security
management and derives the functions of the network se-
curity management system, which are data acquisition
function, data analysis function, and post-processing
function. At the same time, the overall structure and detailed
functions of the system were designed, and the database was
modeled. In this study, the monomodal short text data are
composed of two modalities: the position structure modal
used to describe local interactions and the global semantic
understanding modal used to extract global semantic in-
formation. ,e two modalities are extracted by two het-
erogeneous networks. ,e DNTMM realizes the principle of
complementarity of modalities by constructing the differ-
ences in each modal. At the same time, through the attention
mechanism, the position information of the position
structure modal is transferred to the global semantic un-
derstanding modal to obtain consistent comprehensive in-
formation so as to realize the principle of modal consistency.
In the position structuremode, this study uses the Kronecker
product to construct a high-order interaction function to
further obtain the position information of the position
mode. Aiming at network worms that can spread through
the network and throughmobile devices, this study proposes
a network worm propagation model based on media and
network propagation. Based on the proposed mathematical
model, the dynamic method is used to derive the threshold
conditions for the unpopularity of network worms in the
model, and the influence of the use of media on the threshold
conditions for the unpopularity of network worms is ana-
lyzed. For control, both network transmission and mobile
devices can be used. Media-borne network worms provide
theoretical guidance. Aiming at intelligent network worms
that have both slow scanning rate and specific scanning
targets, this study proposes a local area network-based choke
method. Using the aggregation of users in the same local area
network to access network IP addresses and the randomness
of intelligent network worms accessing network IP ad-
dresses, the cumulative effect over a period of time solves the
problem of scanning based on the scanning rate and the

number of scanning in a fixed period. ,e difficulty of
determining the choke threshold in the choke method (for
intelligent network worms) provides a feasible solution for
deploying the choke method on the LAN border routers,
which can effectively curb the spread of intelligent network
worms.
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